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What investors need to know about audits –
The investigations of Luckin Coffee and 
Wirecard



Agenda
• The Luckin Coffee and Wirecard frauds 

– What particular accounting issues were involved?

• Why should US investors care about frauds at a Chinese company and German company?

• Short interest, whistleblowers, and media scrutiny 
– What did the companies do to respond to this criticism 
– Was it the response investors should expect? 
– When was the fraud acknowledged by the companies?

• What were the auditors’ responses
– To short sellers?
– To media scrutiny?
– What is the auditor’s role in corporate investigations? 
– Should these auditors have done something different?

• What’s happening now with the companies and their auditors?
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Accounting Issues
• Wirecard: Fake cash, fraudulent business operations, auditor 

complacence or complicity, ignoring auditor whistleblower, tone at 
top issues, busines relationships with alleged organized crime and 
money laundering operations, weak IT, captured regulator. 
– Sign of trouble? Very aggressive growth no one else could replicate in 

developing countries with poor legal environment. Early and sustained questions 
about business infrastructure and practices written off as envy. Audit firm 
seemingly willing to look other way on its own firm’s whistleblower and neglect 
standard checks like bank confirmations.

• Luckin – China opacity, short seller report, auditor issues, fraud 
acknowledgments, delisting. 
– Sign of trouble? Too good to be true. Despite credible 1st world investors, 

lawyers and accountants, no guarantee against eventual admission to faking 
revenues like so many other Chinese companies.
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https://thedig.substack.com/p/the-wirecard-story-is-going-going
https://thedig.substack.com/p/luckin-coffee-anatomy-of-an-auditor


Exchange Listings and Audit 
Networks

Why should US investors care about frauds at a Chinese company and 
German company?
• Luckin was a Chinese company audited by EY China but listed on Nasdaq. 

It was delisted June 2020 and filed bankruptcy in the US in Feb 2021.
• Wirecard was a German company, audited by EY Germany, listed on listed 

on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, and was a part of the DAX stock 
index from September 2018 to August 2020. Wirecard had a significant US 
subsidiary, acquired from Citibank, located in New York. It’s ADRs were 
available in the US via brokers and over the counter.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankfurt_Stock_Exchange
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DAX


Short Interest, Whistleblowers, 
and Media Scrutiny

• Allegations that lead to a company’s investigation can come 
from all kinds of different sources
– Whistleblowers, to SEC or to the company’s anonymous 

reporting hotline
– A short report 
– A red flag in acquisition due diligence, 
– An unprompted inquiry from a government investigator 
– The external auditors
– The company’s internal audit or compliance program

• The company’s audit committee should determine if the 
allegation is material enough to investigate.

• If determined to be material, the company should hire an 
outside independent law firm which, in turn, hires 
independent forensic accountants to investigate.
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Short Interest, Whistleblowers, 
and Media Scrutiny 

• What did the companies do to respond to this criticism 
– Companies want investigations that put issue to bed—uncover source of 

allegation, assess seriousness to drive remediation.  However, companies prefer 
to address findings as quietly as possible and minimize share price and 
personnel impact.

– Investors want to know if allegations are true and for company to acknowledge 
and address with minimal share price impact. 

– Regulators want companies to acknowledge and address allegations, take the 
consequences, and minimize overall market disruption. Prosecutors want to 
prosecute someone or the company.

– Investigative reporters want to  be right about allegations and to see impact of 
reporting — share price drop, regulator investigation, CEO/CFO resigns. Short 
sellers want to be right about allegations and to see share price drop.

• It’s not the external auditor’s responsibility to investigate a 
whistleblower or short seller allegation or if the source of the 
allegation is credible.  

• To maintain its independence, the auditor should never be 
involved in internal investigations of fraud, especially if they 
implicate senior executives. 
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Was it the response investors 
should expect? 

• Performed by independent law firm that hires 
independent forensic accountant

• Announced on a timely basis  - within ten days -
compared to when allegations surface and comes to 
timely conclusion.  Too quick looks like superficial job, 
too slow looks like cover-up.

• Establish an independent committee of board, subset of 
Audit Committee with additional support if necessary, 
that has no company executives potentially implicated.

• Operates in complete independent fashion for company 
executives

• Reduces conclusions to writing and makes report 
available to public, not just regulators and favored 
investors with minimal redactions.
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The Auditors’ Responses
KPMG’s “independent” investigation of Wirecard was a bit too slow, was not completely independent as I have 
written, and published reports redacted key part – that there had been an EY whistleblower whose allegations 
were squelched by management in 2016. Wirecard filed bankruptcy June 2020.

Luckin formed a Special Committee and retained independent advisors, Kirkland & Ellis as its independent 
outside counsel and FTI Consulting as an independent forensic accounting expert in March 2020. July 1, 
2020 statement admitting fraud, implicating senior executives.  Sept 2020 Luckin dumped EY China for 
Marcum BP. Luckin filed for bankruptcy Feb 2021 but not before dealing with another internal investigation 
based on an employee petition alleging wrongdoing.  

What is the auditor’s role in corporate investigations? 
• The auditor’s responsibility is only to determine—based on what the company tells them—if the 

allegations, if true, would have a material effect, qualitatively or quantitatively, on the accuracy and 
completeness of the financial statements and to adjust their audit approach accordingly.

• If the auditor becomes aware of a potential illegal act during the audit or the whistleblower or a short 
seller report alleges illegal acts, investors should expect the auditor expand the scope of the audit to 
obtain an understanding of the nature of the act, the circumstances in which it occurred, and sufficient 
other information to evaluate the effect on the financial statements. 

• If management does not provide satisfactory information that there has been no illegal act, the auditor 
should consult with the client's legal counsel or other specialists about the application of relevant laws 
and regulations to the circumstances and the possible effects on the financial statements. 

• If the auditor believes the board of directors has not taken appropriate remedial action they can withdraw 
from the engagement and/or make a report called a 10A report, to the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. For more about auditors and 10A, go here.)
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http://retheauditors.com/2012/02/22/are-auditors-reporting-fraud-and-illegal-acts-the-sec-knows-but-isnt-telling/


Update
• What can investors do when allegations surface?

– If an investor gets a tip or short research on a company the investor can investigate like any 
other outside information, including asking the company about it.

– If the company is aware and an investigation is ongoing, investors should look for periodic 
updates on the investigation in regulatory filings (in the US an 8-K). 

– It’s unlikely investors will ever get a public or direct answer about allegations or an 
investigation from the auditors. 
• The auditor, whenever questioned at all by investors or media, typically declines comment, 

citing client confidentiality. Given the business consequences and potential for the perception 
you have breached client confidentiality, it is very rare for an auditor to speak out, take credit, 
via a statement to anyone, for finding a fraud at a client. That’s especially true when the 
auditor is still the auditor of record, where an investigation is ongoing and where the annual 
report and auditor’s opinion has been delayed as a result.

– If an investor believes the company and its board have not taken appropriate action to 
address the allegations, it can insist on more information about the independent 
investigation, the auditor’s steps to assess financial materiality, and the company’s remedial 
activities. 
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